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Extended abstract
People believe math is universal, but colonial education changed the math we teach. Our current class 9 NCERT
text teaches that the “Greeks” alone did a “superior” kind of math, involving “reason”, which math we should all
imitate. Setting aside the total lack of historicity, people assume that “reason” means normal reason (reason plus
facts), as in Aryabhata’s deduction that the earth is round since far off objects cannot be seen. However, in the
school text it means formal reason (reason MINUS facts), as in the church theology of reason. All Indian notions
of proof (including in ganita) accept pratyaksa pramana, or the empirically manifest, as the first means of proof,
and most accept also inference, as did normal mathematics worldwide. However, a formal mathematical proof 1
prohibits the use of the empirical.2 While everyone accepts that empirical proofs are fallible, it is a uniquely
Western superstition that pure deductive proofs (without facts) are infallible. The claim of universality of math
is, thus, normative, and pushes us to accept this globalised superstition as a norm.
The West has always connected mathematics to religious beliefs since Plato, as the very name “mathematics”
shows. [Hence, it superstitiously believes mathematics is “exact", since “eternal" truth (which arouses the
eternal soul by sympathetic magic).]3 The church cursed that notion of soul4 and closed all schools of
mathematics in 532 CE. However, during the Crusades, the church adopted the (Christian) theology of reason
(from the Islamic theology of reason, with a view to convert Muslims). It found facts inconvenient for they
frequently contradict church dogmas. Hence, it glorified reasoning MINUS facts (formal reasoning), and
reliance instead on authoritative assumptions (axioms, postulates), about UNREAL entities such as angels or
invisible geometric points (NCERT, class 6). The church used “Euclid's" Elements as a text to teach its priests to
reason in this tricky metaphysical way, until the 20th c. when it was finally admitted that the book (though it has
axioms) does not have a single axiomatic or formal deductive proof, as ALL Western scholars wrongly believed
for centuries! Ironically, 20th c. formal math is founded on the superstition that deductive proofs are infallible.
The slightest commonsense shows that deductive proofs are MORE fallible than inductive proofs. For detailed
arguments about the fallibility of deduction, see my recent article on “Decolonising math”. 5
While formal math does not add ANYTHING to the practical value of math (for science and engineering, from
rockets to artificial intelligence, which practical value all comes from normal math) it adds greatly to the
DIFFICULTY of math: e.g. most people (including most professional mathematicians) would be unable to prove
even 1+1=2 (in “real” numbers) from first principles (without assuming even set theory). Try it! :)
Historically speaking, the West was backward in mathematics (even elementary arithmetic) from Greek and
Roman times.6 Hence, most school mathematics today (arithmetic, algebra, “trigonometry" and calculus, 7
probability and statistics8) was imported by Europe, from India, for its practical value, between the 10th and 16th
c. CE. However, because of epistemic differences, the West had severe difficulties for centuries in
understanding even elementary Indian arithmetic, “trigonometry” etc. The West totally failed to understand the
epistemic basis of the Indian calculus and its infinite series, badly needed to solve the (specifically) European
navigational problem, on which European dreams of overseas wealth rested. Eventually (by the 1930’s), the
West invented a huge metaphysics of infinity (formal “real” numbers, axiomatic set theory), aligned to church
dogmas of eternity.9 To reiterate, this metaphysics added zilch to the practical value of the Indian calculus (e.g.
for physics), but made it difficult for most students to understand calculus. (See stock pre-test, 10 on which no

engineering undergrad student so far high-scored even zero!) Colonial education returned our own mathematics
to us mixed with Western metaphysics, and declared it superior. This infusion of metaphysics does add to the
POLITICAL value of formal math, for it allows church dogmas (e.g. about creation) to creep into science, as in
the work of Stephen Hawking.11 But that political value is only for the coloniser, not the colonised.
Colonialism was not a mere physical conquest: it involved capture of the mind through colonial education.
Colonial education came ostensibly for science. However, paradoxically, the fact is that the mass of the
colonially “educated”, today, are (a) ignorant of basic mathematics, essential for science, but are (b)
systematically stuffed with a mass of false myths, even about math and science resulting in various prejudices
and superstitions. This was no accident; ignorance, false myths, superstitions etc. are stock tools of church
power, though the colonised never noticed that Western education (including university education, from
“prestigious” Oxford, Cambridge, Paris...) was a 100% church monopoly, when it first came to the colonised.
Though colonial education teaches blind imitation of the West (e.g. unscientific calendar), decolonisation (or
emancipation of the colonised mind) requires a critical re-examination of colonial education.12 However, for the
colonised, a serious (non-Western) critique of the master is taboo, and colonial “education” alienates them from
their own traditions. Any attempted critique is censored worldwide, 13 following the stock church method of
preserving lies. Further, Western scholars, too, only lie and personally abuse the critic, using another timehonoured church method of propaganda. To reiterate, unlike Tagore, I accept any (demonstrated) utilitarian value
of colonial education, but seek to decolonise by identifying and eliminating its propagandist aspects.
The present project involves three aspects. First, it is important to compare the philosophy of ganita (normal
math) with formal math, for we rejected ganita without a critical comparison. I would compile and update the
comparison done over the past two decades, including challenges to myths of “Euclid” and “Pythagoras”.
Second, I would also compile and update scattered reports of the pedagogical experiments on teaching an
alternative (normal) mathematics (not the same as teaching math in an alternative way!). This alternative
(normal) math includes teaching calculus without limits in five days [using Aryabhata’s numerical method to
solve ordinary differential equations, Brahmagupta’s avyakt ganita (non-Archimedean arithmetic), and zeroism, 14
to sum infinite series]. These teaching experiments 15 were conducted in 3 countries, in 6 universities with 10
groups, and demonstrated that (undergraduate) students acquire clear calculus concepts and can solve much
harder problems omitted in usual university calculus courses across the world. 16 The project would also
document similar pedagogical experiments with rajju ganit (string geometry) a text book on which is ready at the
level of class 9, and how this results in clear geometrical concepts, instead of the nonsense hotch-potch which is
currently taught.17 (Happy to demonstrate by asking the audience questions.)
Third, the project would also explore the implications of decolonised math for a better science. Thus, Newtonian
physics failed just because Newton failed to understand the imported Indian calculus and hence made time
metaphysical. The resulting conceptual correction to Newtonian physics (special relativity) was improperly
understood (it requires functional differential equations). 18 Accordingly, Newtonian gravitation should have been
first made compatible with special relativity as in my retarded gravitation theory (RGT). 19 I would check if RGT
can be tested using replicable experiments. Another aspect concerns the use of avyakt ganit (“non-Archimedean”
arithmetic) to avoid the problems with the university calculus which problems necessitated the Schwartz theory
of distributions, and its problems with products etc.,20 and the related empirically testable consequences (e.g.
shock waves) as appropriate.
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